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Abstrqct

Neither in Dutch nor in Europeqn narrqtive folklore does the lawyer høve ø

positive reput.ttion. It does not mqtter whether we look at the past or the

present: in folkl&les the practice of løwyers is qssoc¡qted with greed, trìck-

ery and heartlessness. In the Middle Ages, v)hen the profession wøs literally

for søle, judges were øccusetl of corruption and incompetence, but theír rep-

utation imprcved over time when they becørhe utell-educatetl and impartíal

professionals. In present qnd pctst, the common mon looks upon iustíce as

incomprehensible and unpredictable. European and American folktales ( es-

peciølly jokes) about law and lawyers basicttlly share the same themes, but

there is a remarkable dílTerence in quantiry, nowacløys. Whercas lawyer

jokes are hype ín the U.5., they qre not ín lhe Netherlandß or Western Eu-

rope. The main reøson seems to be the American "vulture culture" of suing,

cløiming, and cashing, as exposed in the news medict. If Dutch and Euro-

pean løwyers take over the mores of their Americsn colleagues, it will iust
be (t matter of time beþre a vasl number of lawyer jokes are transferred

and Írqnslated.

Keytvords: Folktales; folklote; Iawyer jokes; legends.

The trouble with lawyer jokes is:

Lawyers don't think they are funny
and laypeople don't think they are jokes.
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Fìgre L The :lmk os a personifcation of the Ameiun latvyer

1. Popular narrative

In this article, I would like to focus on some Dutch (and other European)
folktales concerning law, judges, and lawyers. I will argue that, in com-
parison with older stories, the reputation ofjudges is relatively good now-
adays, wheleas the negative reputation oflawyers has not improved much
sìnce the Middle Ages. On the other hand, this negative image of lawyers
has noL led to a huge number of contemporary lawyer jokes in the Neth-
erlands as it did in the United States.

I will be looking at folktales, i.e. popular, international, and (mostly)
orally transmitted naratives, var.ying lrom traditional genres like fairy
tales, fables, and legends to modern genres like jokes, funny riddles and
urban legends. We are mainly dealing with fiction (though va¡ious kinds
of stories are thought to be true by many), and I must also stress that
lolktales cânnot be considered a mirror inage of reality. Folktales have
to be considered as bearers of mentalities. Folkhles always lorm a subjec-
trve representation of how "ordinary folk" perceive reality. Folktales are
all about perception not necessarily about how life is, but âbout how
people Jëel and believe it is. Folktales reflect the latent values. Dreoccu-
pations, anxieties, taboos, prejudices, and desires of narrators and thetr
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audiences. For this reason, narrative cultute can serve as an instrument
for cultural diagnosis. Popular narrative is a sensitive barometer for col-
lective moods in society (Meder and Venbrux 2000).

Consequently, folktales about judges and lawyers can be interpreted as

the outsiders' view on the practice of law in a given society at a certain
time. The majority of folktales on legal practices are not invented nor
actively spread by the in-group (although eventually, the in-group may
join in, as a kind of defense mechanism). Most of these tales are mâde
up by anonymous representatives of the out-groìtp, in no way hampered
by any solid legal knowledge. By means of storytelling, laymen and out-
siders air their views and opinions of the administration ofjustice. Often
these folktales are told from an underdog perspective; they are told by or-
dinary people who stand on the "powerless side" of the law (and I do not
just mean criminals).

In order to give an impression of the themes involved, I would like to
present five Dutch (and European) examples of folktales ftom the past
and the present.r

2. The ungraleful serpent returned to câptivity

The first example is a widespread fable, known as A'|U 155, The Un-
grøteful Snake Retumed. to Cctptivit)), in the intemational catalogue of
folktales by Antti Aarne, Stith Thompson, and Hans-Jörg Uther (Uther
2004; see also Meder 1997). The tale has been found in Europe, Asia,
Africa, and North and South America. The oldest Dutch version of
this fable dates back to 1400 A.D., the most recent versions have been re-
corded from oral tradition in the 1970s. The version I will discuss here
'was written around 1400 by the Dutch "sprookspreker," Willem van Hil-
degaersberch (+1350-1408), who entertained the aristocracy, the clergy,
and the bourgeoisie of the medieval Low Countries as a prolessional per-
forming poet (Meder 1991). The title of his poem is "Van den serpent":
Abouf the dragon (Bisschop and Verwijs 1870: 53-56). In a nutshell, this
is how the story goes:

One day a travelling knight ûnds a dragon with his claws caught in a split tree.
Out of compassion the knight liberates the captivated-and seemingly meek
dragon, but as soon as he does so, the malicio¡s dragon injures th€ kdght with
his venomous breath.
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"Is Lhis your way of showing gratitnde?" the knight asks.

"It's the way ol the world," the dragon replies: "Good gets rewarded with evil
every day."
Since the knight keeps on protesting, the dragon suggests takjng the case to trial.
It is agreed upon to ask the f,¡st animals they encounter fo¡ a ve¡dict.
Unfortunately, these animals happen to be the sheep and the goose. Being ìgno-
¡ant p¡ey, they can hardly distinguish between right and wrong, so their ve¡drct
is that the dragon is right.
(The poet remarks thal the sheep and the goose can be compared to the incompe-
tent sheriffs ofhis time. He adds that, fo¡ thei¡ verdict, the sheep and the geese are

rightfully shaven and plucked.)
While the knight is still making objections, Reiûae¡t the Fox walks by. It is soon
agrced that th€ smat1 fox will pass sentenc€.

"Listen. I cannot decide in this case. unless we have a reconslruction of the inci-
dent," Reinaert says.

So the dragon sucks his poison out of the knight and sticks his claws into the split
tr€e agarn.

"Now that we have ¡estored the initial situation," Reiùaert says, "here is my ver-
dict: let's leave things as they werc." The knight agrees, and the man and the fox
go their way, leaving the ungrateful dragon in captivity again.

Although Willem van Hildegâersberch added some details ofhis own, this
is how the plot goes in most of the versions ofATU 155. In the end, justice

is done, but do not ask how! The case is won by the knight, not by àp-
pealing to the (incompetent) sherifls, rol by applying the law, but through
the wit of ân outlaw trickster- As the poet literally says, "Ic woudment
noch soe verre brochte / Datmen schalck mit schalken vinghe" (v.v. 190

191) he more or less means: it takes â crook to catch a crook. From a
legal point ol view, justice failed, but from a moral point of view justice
prevailed. Justice was dône by trickery, not by applying the law.

According to both the poems of Willem van Hildegaersberch and the
work of other medieval poets, much is wrong with the legal system and
its practice. In addition to the incômpetence of judges, greed, bribery,
and corruption are alsô frequently mentioned. Furthermore, there a¡e

some obvious cases of "class justice," i.e. a pôor man can hardly ever

win against a rich man or a nobleman, no matter how just his case may
be (cf. Pleister 1988: 183 186).

3. The greâter bdbe

The corruption of judges in the past could well be illustrated with an-
other poem by Willem van Hildegaersberch, entitled About the Wagon
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FlPl)re 2. Avaricìa: the conupt ju¿ge. Detail Jiom The Seven Deadly Si s (.¿t. 1485) b)
Hieronymus Bosch (1450 1516 )

("Vanden waghen"; Bisschop and Verwijs 1870: 36-39). This story is in-
ternationally known as ATU 1861A, The Greater Bribe, (orally) trans-
mitted over the entire Eurasian continent, and known in Jewish and Arab
traditions as well (Uther 2004; Tubach 1969: nrs. 453, 2851,2998; Vries
1928:253).In the version told by Willem, a carpenter and a butcher fight
over a legacy in court. As soon as the carpenter presents the judge's wife
rvith a wagon, the judge is on the carpenter's side. The butcher decides to
give the judge's wife four oxen. Now the verdict turns out to be in favor
of the butcher. In an attempt to make thejudge reconsider the verdict, the

carpenter calls out: "Turn the wagon." Whereupon the judge answers,

"The wagon cannot be tumed, lor the oxen want to go the other way."
Willem van Hildegaersberch qses this story as an exemplum of cor-

ruption (and class justice) in daily life. He strongly opposes the fact that
money and power prevail over righteousness. Willem wams the judges

that they themselves will once stand trial before the highest Judge.

In the Middle Ages, when the profession was literally for sale, judges

were accused of corruption and incompetence, but in the Netherlands
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Fllùre3. Portraytll ofthe lûvryer b, Jan Luycken (1649 1712). The messûge oJ the veßes

ß. we do not need laùlets I we all live hke Gotl-Jëaring Chrisxans

their reputation improved over time when they became well-educated and

impartial professionals. If I am not mistaken, the turning point can be sit-

uated somewhere between the late Middle Ages and the Dutch Golden

Age (seventeenth century).

3. The lawyer's mad client

The third example is another anecdôte or joke. Again this is an intema-

tional folktale, which has been orally transmitted for centuries and is cat-

alogued as ATU 1585, The Lawyer's Mad Cli¿nt (Uther 2004; Marzolph
2001). This time, I will be quoting a recent versiop, as told by the Fnsran

working class narrator Hendrik Meijer on April 3rd 1969.2

There once was a Îa¡mer who had stolen four sheep. The police found out, the

sheep were conf,scated, ard the larmer had to stand trial.
He went to a lawyer and said to him: "I was caught stealing four sheep. I will
have to stand trial. Will you defend me?"
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"Alright," the lawyer said, "I will defend you. But it will cost you 300 guilders."

[Which was a lot of money in those days, TM]
"That's fine by me," the farme¡ replied.
"rüell," the lawyer continued, "when you have to appear in court, you must p¡e-
tend to be crazy. When the judge asks you a qùestion, you must sayl 'Baa!"'
"Okay," the fa¡mer said.
He went to coùrl and the judge asked him a question.
"Baa!" the farmer replied.
The judge asked him another questìon.
"Baa!" the farmer said.
And the third time, again, he said, "Baa!"
Then they were all convinced he was an idiot and he was ¡eleased.

As the farme¡ walked out of the courthouse, the lawyer was already waiting for
him.
"I wo¡ld like to have my 300 guilders now," the lawyer said.

"Baa!" the farmer said.
"You fool," the lawyer said, "you don't have to do that anymore."
"Baa!" said the farm€r. He said "baa!" to everything, and the lawyer did not
know what to do.
He never got his 300 guilders.

In the first story, an unlawful trick was used to punish the guilty party.
In this third story, a lawyer misuses the law to free his guilty client. Still,
\rye are inclined to sympathize with the farmer, because he plays the same

trick on the greedy lawyer.

4. The devil and the lâwyer

The fourth story is internationally catalogued as ATU 1186, The Detil
and the Lawyer. The tale has mainly been told in Europe, and the oldest
known versions date back to the thirteenth centuy (Uther 2004; Röhrich
19'1'7:, Yan der Kooi 1997).3 h is a story about a lawyer and the devil
meeting each other on a walk. As they walk along, they encounter several

people: a butcher cursing a pig, a farmer cursing his horse, and a mother
cursing her child. They all utter words like: "May the devil take you."
Each time the devil is advised by the la*ryer to actually take them, but
the devil refuses to do so, because the curses \ry€re never sincere. Then
they encounter a poor widow. She recognizes the lawyer who once had
taken her last possessions away from her in a court of law. When she

cùrses the lawyer to hell, he is immediately carried away by the devil.
This time the curse was meant with the whole heart.

Ð¿ Åc[vok¡al.
I trt.'rof. ¿'r,Îls.k .lcr ld rcf,
û,rir d¡n'AdiiL n íer I tdo ttt.

Wìtø\:tc.tLtl ?lristLtl tccht ¡:¡e Ettcl '
)>andi¿ Jtm ¡rÊl de tM d-belcid"û ,

Iin,weLbetacht IL|I geèn I.tU I&: l,
1, 1 LaaÍc.1,ì¿ï.:en , cnd( 'UÍlñen,

À¡,ìrl V'l llr kcü ¡ r'dn tr lrco g¡¡¿ Krcht.
Dt ?,.e,h+s ¡,eh,.r<Ihrtd tuLit:¿L sleclrt
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In this tale, the poverty ôf the widow is not caused by the greed of the

lawyer but rather by the lact that the lawyer showed no compassron

whatsoever with the unfortunate woman in coult- Although in many Eu-

ropean versions it is a lawyer who goes to hell, it is a fact that in Dutch
versions the lawyer is commonly substituted by a bailifl, who comes to

collecl arrears of rent at poor people's houses.a

5. The microrvâYed pet

The flfth ând last example is not a traditional tâle, but a modern
narrative a so-called urban legend to be more precise, in the Nether-
lands commonly known as a 'Broodje Aap-verhaal', a Monkey Burger

Story.5 The story is intemationally known under the title The Miuowaved
Pet (Brunvand 1994: 329). During the past twelve years, I came across

twenty Dutch versions of this story.6

An elderly woman has a small poodle. Several times a day she takes the dog out
for a little walk. Every now and again it rains, alld the dog comes home we¿. In
those cases, the woman p¡€heats the hot-ai¡ oven and puts the dog in fo¡ a short
while to let it dry. Unfo¡tunately, one day the hot-ai¡ oven breaks dow¡. The
elderly woman's daughter gives he¡ a b¡and-new microwave oven fo¡ he¡ birth-
day. After walking the dog on a rainy day, she puts the small animal into the

oven. within a minute, the inevitable happells: the hair of the dog calches fire
and wham! The poodle explodes.
The elderly woman decides to sue the manufactu¡er of the microwave oven. After
all, the manual never mentions that one is ûot supposed to put a live pet iDto the

oven. The senior wins the l¿wsuit a¡ld ¡eceives a large sum of money as a financial
compensation. Nowadays, all manuals for microwaves mention the impossibility
to put a pet into the oven. Of coùrse, this all happened in the U¡rited States

Actually, it did not happen. Not in the United States, nor anywhere else.

Still, many people believe the story to be true- even legal students do. A
Dutch law student once said:

It is such a well-known story, about the dog in the microwave. It's article 1401

Bw on product liability. The marufacturer has to pay lhe damages, b€cause he

is liable. The jl:dge decided that, in all faimess, this woman could not have known
that it was impossible. I hea¡d this so many times during lectures. There is a de-

c¡ee as well. It is something like the Leaking Hot-Wate¡ Bottle Decree, about chil-
dren that had been bumed by hot water from a hot-watù bottle. (Burger 1993:

r 33)
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Is this law student right or wrong? One of the characteristics of an urban
legend is that the plot is peculiar, but not unthinkable. Many urban
legends are told with the reassurance that "It's true. It happened to a

friend of a friend." This is why urban legends are also called FOAF-tales,
in which FOAF stands for "Frìend Of A Friend."

As far as folklorists have looked into the case of The Miuowaved Pet,

they never found the specific lawsuit.T They did find people imitating the

taìe, but that is a different story ...
What does the story of The Microwaved Peî have to tell us? For one

thing, it is a kind of humorous horror story. In a cruel way, we tâke
pleasure in the death of the animal. We are dealing here with an ap-

palling flufy and trimmed little poodle, pampered like a child by her

old mistress. The old woman cannot keep up with modern technol-

ogy; she is too stupid to know that mic¡owaves heat things up from
the inside out. Anyone knows one cannot put a pet in a microwave
oven without killing it, but not this old lady. So the pet dies; seryes her

right!
Then the second layer of the story is supposed to hit us by surprise. The

lawsuit-at least in the laJ'rnan's view - illustrates the complete un-

predictability of jurisdiction. The outcome of the lawsuit is the opposite

of what one would expect. The judge is actually rewarding the old lady
for her stupidity. And what is more: in orde¡ to avoid enormous financial
claims, manufacturers are forced to extend their manuals with the bleed-

ing obvious. Whatever will be next? Do not put your bird into the aquar-

ium, or it will drown? Do not swallow billiard balls, because you will
suffocate? In other words, The Microwavecl Pef story is a "tale of the un-

expected." When told in the Netherlands, people often add that it all hap-

pened in the United States of America. For most listeners, this explains a

lot. Lawsuits with strange outcomes are supposed to be quite common tn

the U.S. Somehow, it becomes less plausible when the slory of The Mi-
crowaved Pet is lold as if it had happened in the Netherlands. Apparently,
most nanators and listeners do not tnd this story illustrative for the

Dutch legal system.

6. Legal themes and social context

The û!e lolktales I mentioned are highJy exemplary lor the themes in-
volving justice in past and present. In summary, these themes are:
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Fig)rc 4. The rt aditiont¡ American latt'yer as a rültu e

Legal practice is cha¡acterized by greed (300 guilders for the advice to

say "Baa!"), incompetence (goose and sheep), lack of compassion (the

poor widow), and class justice and corruption (wagon and oxen).

These are mainly themes of the past, with the exception of lack of
compassion and greed-as a lot of contemporary lawyer jokes in the

U.S. testify.
The ¡esults of lawsuits can be quite different than expected due to

trickery ("Baa!"). C¡iminals go free, innocent people get convicted.

Jurisdiction is mysteriously incomprehensible: for outsiders the out-

come of a lawsuit is often completely unpredictable, obscure, and puz-

zling. The reason behind this is that there is an obvious difference

between being morally right and legally right (or morally wrong and

legally wrong, lor that matter). A legal case is not so much examined

on the basis of a sense of right and wrong, but on the basis of written
law (with all its man-made imperfections and interpretations). One of
the most frustrating things throughout time, of course, is being mor-

ally right and legally wrong! Unfortunately being morally right is an

extremely subjective concept.

Ordinary naffation of lolktales always involves tales of the extraordinary.

As far as tales ofjustice are concerned, the image ol legal practice is sel-

dom positive-8 Even in the famous and positive case of the righteous King
Solomon, the king is relying on his wit rather than on the law. If a lawsuit

results in a satisfactory solution, most of the time, uno¡thodox methods

have been applied. If the outcome of a case is unfavorable, "ordinary
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folk" consider this to be a confirmation of the pessimistic image they al-
ready had of the legal practice.

Unlike the past, the image ofjudges today seems to be better than the
reputation of the lawyers. In the Dutch narrative repertoires of the last
centuries, the judges seem to be reliable and fair most of the time, and
they even tend to show compassion with the "common man." In cases in
which children have to stand trial, the righteous judge is able to distin-
guish between innocence and guilt. In a tale, internationally known as

ATU 1343*, The Children Play at Hog-killing; one boy accidentally kills
the other in a butcher's game. The judge lets the boy choose between a
(golden) coin and an apple. The boy takes the apple, proving his childish
innocence. In a similar tale, a gipsy girl is caught stealing. Again, the
judge makes her choose between a coin and an apple. The girl takes the
coin, proving to know the value of things and is convicted.e

The negative image of lawyers has not improved much over time, nei-
ther in the Netherlands, nor in the U.S. Today, lawyers' fees are out of
proportion compared to the seryices supplied, especially in the U.S. The
lawyers have a reputation for winning cases through tricks and legal hair-
splitting. They try to delay justice by focusing on technicalities and legal
procedures. When real c¡iminals stand tdal, the defense goes for dis-
charge or minimal punishment, râther than for "not too much" or "fair
enough" punishment. From the perspective of the laymen, it is not a
pretty sight at all.

7. Modern lawyer iokes

However, if we takê the actual number of Dutch tales and jokes about
legal justice into considerâtion, it is not all that bad: in daily life, other
themes appear to be more important than jurisdiction. When we look
at jokes in the Netherlands, the topic of sex appears to be much more
popular than law. Afte¡ September 11, the assassination of politrcran
Pim Fortuyn and filmmaker Theo van Gogh, a lot of jokes are being
made about politics, ethnicity, Islam, and terrorism; these are issues of
real concern, not the practice of lawyers. To my estimation, the num-
ber of lawyer jokes told in the Low Countries more or less equals the
number of mother-in-law jokes. The number of folktales about jurisdic-
tion is relatively small, and this goes for the present as well as for the
DASt.
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For the Dutch Folktale Database at the Meertens Institute in Amster-

dam, I have so far collected no less than 34,000 folktales, including jokes

and funny riddles. Between 1994 and 2006, only flve Dutch jokes entered

the Database, which can be qualified as larvyer jokes, similar to the ones

that have recently become popular in the U.S.:

(1) Last winter it was so cold thât I saw my lawyer walking the street

with his hands in his owr pockets. (1996)

(2) What would you call a thousand lawyers on the bottom of the

ocean?

A good start. (1997)

(3) What do a lawyer and a spermatozoid have in common?

Both have a chance ol one in a hundred million to become a human
being. (2000?)

(4) "You are a very expensive lawyer. If I pay you 500 dollars, would
you answer two questions for me?"
"Certainly, what's your second question?" (2001)

(5) Lawyer: "Your honor, I would like to revise my client's case on the

basis of new evidence."
Judge: "What evidence would that be?"

Lawyer: "I have discovered that my client still has 500 euro left."
(2003)

One joke deals with the lavr'yer's lack of compassion (3), and one joke

wishes lawyers tô be dead (2). Three out offivejokes deal with the theme

of greed, i.e., (1), (4), (5). In the American jokes, lawyers are depicted as

money-grubbìng sharks and vultures, as ambulance chasers, as frauds,

and as heartless liars. After they die, they go to hell- there are no law-
yers in heaven (Moser-Rath 1977: 115-116). Furthermore, they are said

to be stupid, lazy, filfhy, and even criminal lowlìfe preferred dead rather

than alive. In Dutch joke telling, these last qualifications are reserved

for our neighbors the Belgians (being stupid) and for ethnic minorities

like the Surinamese, the Turks, and the Moroccans (being everything
else)l0 not for lawyers. Finally, a few American lawyer jokes are told
in the Netherlands about consultants and accountânts.

Here is one example of the latter, sent to me by Anouk Siegenbeek van

Heukelom on April 16, 2002:

A farmer is standing in his meadow of sheep, when a oar drives up his p¡operty. A
man steps out of the car and walks up to the farmer.
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"Hello, my good man," the driver says; "ìf I can say wilhin ten minutes how
many sheep there are in this meadow, can I then take along one of youl sheep?"
The famer takes a look at the man and says it's frûe by him, because he doesn't
believe the man will succeed.
The man steps intô his car again, turns on his laptop and logs iDto a satellite over
the meadow. He takes an aerial picture and runs a p¡og¡am to calculat€ how
many sheep there are in the meadow. Seven minutes later, the man walks back
to the farmer with the answer: "My good man, the¡e are exactly 485 sheep in
your meadow,"
In utter amazement the farmer conûrms that this is the ¡ight answe¡ and that the
man can pick a sheep.
After the man has put his reward in his ca¡, the farmer says: "Now that you have
guessed the right number of sheep, I would like to ask you something. If I guess

what your profession is, can I then have my admal back?"
The man is slightly puzzled, but he ag¡ees to the proposal of the farmer.
"Well," the farmer says: "you a¡e a coûsultant!"
"Yes, that's right," the man says: "but how can you tell?"
"Well," the farmer explains: "frrs! of all you come here uninvited. Secondly you
advise me on subjects I already know (it would be a shame if I didn't know how
many sheep I have). Finally you don't know what you a¡e talking about, because
youjust put my dog into you¡ ca¡!"

The same story is told in the U.S., but there the consultant is a lawyer
most of the time.

To my knowledge, no recent increase can be found in lawyerjokes, nei
ther in the Low Countries, nor in Westem Europe. In this respect, the
sharp increase of lawyer jokes in the U.S. in the 1980s and 1990s is re-
markable.rl This boom calls for an explanation. Fact is that the Dutch
are not reluctant at all to appropriate American narratives. We took over

Figure 5. Americøn lawyers as slurks
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the American dumb blon<l jokes without hesitation. Both American ¿nd

European men love to depict particular groups of women as stupid and

sexually overactive. Along with these jokes, some anti-feminist jokes were

added in the Netherlands and Belgium, probably to match men's fears

of female emancipation. Most American urban legends found their way

to Western Europe as well - except for some speciflc university horror

stories probably because of a lack ofcampus culture in the Netherlands'

Apparently there is a breeding ground for lawyer jokes in Amenca,

whereas there is none in the Netherlands (yet). There a¡e of coutse some

obvious differences between the American and the Dutch legal system ln
recent years, the American suing culture is becoming more evident than

ever. It seems to me that the quantity of lawyer jokes equals the rise of

the number and the social status of lawyers, the excessive wages of top-

lawyers and their sky-high compensation claims Regarding this last

point, I would just like to mention the American lawsuits agalnst tobacco

companies and the McDonald's Coffee Case 12

From the point ôf view of ordinary folk, a lawsuit can easily turn into a

'loselose' situation. If you lose a case, a claim can bankrupt you lf you

win a case, your lawyer's salary can bankrupt you. Remember that most

jokes are told from an underdog position-most narrators of jokes are

lower and lower-middle class men (Kuipers 2001).

Fufihermore, I would like to retum to the unpredictable outcome ofju-
risdiction, although this was a topic in folktales in the past as well- For

ordinary folk, the result of a trial cannot be predicted any more on the

basis of common sense and a basic sense of justice only. In the opinion

of the ordinary citizen, jurisriiction is no longer a matter of finding the

truth and doing justice, but a lucrative game in which the most cunning

lawyer with the best tdcks and the gift of rhetoric wins -- especially in

the U.S. In other cases, social and ethnic politics prevail over justice, as

seems to hâve happened in the cases of Rodney King and O. J Simpson'

In general, one should not underestimate the role of the news media cov-

ering spectacular lawsuits; apart from personal experience and story tell-

ing, legal news coverage plays an importânt role in how ordinary folk

look upon justice and lawyers.

8. Cultural analysis

Folk naûative research provides a tool for social and cultural analy-

sis. When all of a sudden folklales start focusing on certaln groups or
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F;gure b. Ame can ca oon by Collins

developments in society, the researcher can be sure there is something
brewing. Considering the new jokes and urban.legends about Muslims
these past few years, we can conclude that people in the Netherlands
(and in Westem society) have become increasingly worried âbout the
consequences of the armed conflict in the Middle East: especially about
the growing number of Muslim fundamentalists in Dutch society, their
threats, and their (preparations for) acts of terrorism (like the assassrna-
tion of Theo van Gogh). Distinct feelings of division between "us,, and
"them" have manifested themselves as much in real lifel3 as in storvtell-
ing and joking.

The fact that American society has become highly legalized cannot be
the sole explanation for the sharp increase in lawyer jokes. Highly legal-
ized countries can be found in Westem Europe as well: Great Britain,
Germany, and the Netherlands. Folktales in the U.S. indicate that there
are distinct feelings of discomfort towards jurisdiction and the legal
profession feelings of discomfort that should be a cause for concem
for the judiciary and the lawyers. There are feelings of discontent about
the impenetrable logic of justice, but above all the dominant "vulture
otllure" of suing, claiming, and. cashing, as exposed in the news media.
This may eventually result in a basic loss of trust in the legal system.
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Remember the underground humor that wâs a prelude to the fall of com-

munism in the former USSR. Still, this would be a worst-case scenariô.

Stories need not be dangerous, but they certainly are seldom handess

or meaningless, for stories are often vehicles of latent beliefs, moods, and

opinions. What is more, the telling of tales and jokes cannot be sup-

pressed or prohibited.
It is perhaps a comforting thought that in the Netherlands, according

to the folktale repertoire, these alaming feelings do not exist to the same

extent. Not yet, although one indication of change might be the growing

demand for public safety, security, and protection by the government and

the law in the Netherlands recently: this might allow Dutch lawyers to

gain more influence (and raise their wages) in the near future.

In 1999, there was a Dutch TV-comme¡cial for an insurance company,

showing an underage boy joyriding in his father's Saab. Unfortunately,
the driver just touches the bumper of a Jaguar standing still in front of a

red traffic light. The boy is relieved to see that there is hardly any damage

. . . until two Dutch toplawyers from the Moszkowitz famrly step out of
the Jaguar, one ofthem feigning whiplash. In the Netherlands, the Mosz-

kowitzes come close to American style lawyers. They have a reputation

for having earned their wealth through the winníng of big legal cases, so

the message of the comme¡cial is that the father of the joyriding boy bet-

ter be insured, not in the least for legal assistance.

Fi']ilre 7. Dulch commercial for insurance compa y Cenlraal Beheer the topJar):t'et simulor-

illg whiplash
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Perhaps the Dutch should learn from the American situation, because as

soon as our lawyers take over the American mo¡es and wages, the news

items, the feelings of discontent and the matching folktales will follow au-
tomatically. Many hundreds of lawyer jokes already exist in English; un-
less they are based on English wordplay or verse (for instance: "Between
grand theft and a legal fee / There only stands a law degree"), translating
them all into Dutch will be as easy as taking candy from a baby.

Meert en s In $ Ì iuu t, Amst erda m

Notes

CoÍespondence address: Theo.Meder@Meertens.k¡aw.nl
L The faìry tale genre ofthe neck-riddle will be left out. For a dissertation on thìs subject,

see Elias (1998).

2. Jaarsma Collection, report 619, tale no. I (archive and Folktale Database, Meert-
ens Insttuut, Amsterd¿m. For ùìy Dutch Folktale Database, see htÞ://www.
verhalenbanÌ.nl).

3. One of the best-known versions is "The F¡iar's Tale" in Geoffrey Chaucer's Cdr?ter-
bury Tales (fotÍteeÍth century) (see Benson 1987t 122 128).

4. In the t¡aditioû ofthe Schimpfftmd ùnst-vetsion by Johannes Pauli, see Bolte (1924: 2,
277n) and Röhrich (1977: Il9 120).

5. Named after the firsi Dutch book on contemporary legends called Brcodje Aap by
Ethel Portnoy, published in 1978 (see Portnoy 1992).
For published versions, see fo¡ insta¡rce Wouters (1991:39-40), Burger(1993: 132 133,
1995: 1ll). See my Dutch Folktale Database as wellì http://mnv.ve¡halenbank.nl.
See, for instaDce, Brunvand (1981: 62-65, 1986: 215-216, 1994i 241,2000 43 4'l),
Burger (1993: 132 133).

See also Moser-Rath (1977: esp. 115): "Die Gesetze entsprachen nicht imûer dem Re-
chtsempfi¡den des gemeinen Mannes; ihre oft unterschiedliche und widersprüchlich er-
scheinende Auslegung, die Undurchsichtigkeit vieler Rechtsfälle, die schwe¡ verständ-
liche Sprache der Juristen und die hohen Kosten jeglicher Rechtshaùdlung Iießen den
Advokat [...] zur zwielichtig-negativen Figur we¡den."

9. The frrst version was told by Geeske Kobùs-Vân der Zee in 1966 (Jaarsma Collectiori,
report 50, tale 4; archive ol the Meertens Instituut). Other ve$ions can be found in
Burger (1995: 30) and Poortinga (1979: 277 278). The story w¿s published by the
Brothers Grimlll ìn the frrst edition of their Khdet und llalßmdrchen (1812; see RölI-
ek€ 1986: 1, l0l 102), but they left it out in lat editions as unsuitable fo¡ children.
The second version was taken down by Cohen (1919: 254 256). By the !vây, ATU
1343+ is known at least since the Middle Ages; see Spengl€¡ (19'7'71 626 62'l) 

^ndRichter 11993).

10. On this subject, see Kuipers (1995, 1997, 1998, 2000).
11. See Galanter (2005). When I checked in 2006, quite a few of the Amerìcan websites

with many hundreds oflawyer jokes hâd disappeared. Stìll to be found on the intemet

6.

'7.

8.
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http: //rxww.scroom.com/SCROOMtimes/Humor/Lâwyer'shtml
http://xâr.us/funny/lawyer'htmì
Some ofthe ùew ones are:

http: //www.lawyer-jokcs.us/
htlp://www.ahajokes.com/lawyer-jokes html

http://paul.merton.ox.ac.uk/work/lawyer-jokes.html
http://wìvw.workjoke.com/projoke40 htm

lìttP://www.power-of-attomeys com/joke ctltegories asp

12. Se; ':Want to be a billionai¡e? Sìre a tobãcco company," http://www calàhouston org/

billion.html on the Citizens Against Lawsuit Abuse website For the McDonald's case'

now from ¿! strictly legal perspective' see http://www lectlaw com/files/cur78 htm

13. See Kanne (2004). See ¿lso: J. Groen and L Nicolasen; "Nederlânde¡ ziet moslim nret

staan," in: D¿ Volkskrunt, ]ill:ne 26,2004; J Groen: "Moslim schókt vân slecht imago

bt autochtonen," irl. De Votkstcm t' June 28,2004; "Bàng voor moslims"' in: D¿

Voltcskmnl, J\tt:re 28,2004: I Groen: "Iedeleen ziet ons toch als fundamentalist" j :

De volkskrant, Jvre 28,2004
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